
 

 

 

 

Let me introduce myself to you all 

My name is Natalia Fokht and I am your judge at 12
th

 of June in Stockholm 

 

My family and I have had pets most of my life.  Our first family pet was a Russian 

Spaniel which we got in 1981.  A while later, we purchased a German Shepherd. 

I purchased my first Dobermann in 1988.   

I worked and showed this dog, but I learned quickly that he did not have enough of 

the qualities for the show„s.  Thankfully his character and temperament were 

magnificent, so I continued to work him. 

 

My interest in the Dobermann continued and decided I wanted to increased my 

knowledge and understanding.  I began to visit all the important and the largest 

Dobermann shows around the world and USSR as a spectator.   

 

In 1994, I have received my license to judge Dobermann‟s. Since that time I judged 

on most important show, such as AIAD championship, Trofeo Caliandro in Italy, 

the championship of Russia, Poland, Serbia, Greece, Ireland, Indonesia, France, 

Israel etc. and many other specialized Dobermann shows.  

   

In 1998, I bought a female puppy out of the combination - Italian Champion Ugor 

di Villa Conte and a German female, Indira v.d.Rauberhohle. This puppy was 

Trefovaja Dama iz Slavnoi Stai.  At the time that I purchased her neither I, nor the 

breeder had any idea that she would become one of the most significant 

Dobermann‟s of that era.  She was an outstanding winner.  She won everywhere  

she appeared and has a long list of victories. In September 2000, she won the most 

important and prestigious of all the Dobermann title‟s  - “ IDC WINNER.”  

  

Other prestigious awards I have won as the handler  include –  

IDC Championship with Bombastic v. Hanseaten (IDC Winner), 

Euro Dog Show with Giminy Ginga House ( “Euro Winner“ ),  

World Dog Show with Nestor iz Zoosfery ( “Vice World Winner “),  

Euro Dog Show with Teraline Indigo and Ingrid ( “Youth Euro Winners“).  

 

Trefovaja Dama iz Slavnoi Stai became the foundation of my kennel “Teraline", 

"Tera" was her pet name.  

 

In 2001,  I mated Trefavaja Dama with the best male of our time  – Gino Gomez del 

Citone.  This combination produced a magnificent litter, my “A” litter.  Every dog 

in this litter was outstanding dogs.  I kept a female - Teraline Aurora.  Aurora like 

her mother also was an outstanding show dog. She has won most of the prestigious 

and significant Dobermann title‟s, including :- 

“The Best Dog of the National Championship of Russian Dobermann Club” - 2003,  

“ Vice-Champion of Europe ”  

and in 2005 she became the first Russian Dobermann, to win the title  

“ Winner of Italian Dobermann Club “ (AIAD Winner). 

 

In the same year, Aurora successfully passed the most complex and prestigious 

German Working Test -  “ The Korung “. Aurora is today a very unique show dog 

of a high level of quality and she is also very unique to Russia, she is the only one 

who holds this test.  I have worked with many other Dobermann‟s for the 



 

 

 

 

preparation for their ZTP and IPO.    

 

The most important contribution to Aurora and to my achievement‟s,  is as a 

breeder. In each of Aurora‟s litter‟s, she has produced Dobermann‟s on the highest 

level worldwide.  They include winners of the most important shows attended by  

Dobermann„s exhibitors : 

“IDC-Winner, AIAD-Winner ,Youth Euro Winner - Teraline Ingrid“,  

“Youth Euro Winner, Multi Champion - Teraline Indigo“,  

“Multi Champion  - Teraline Isabelle“,  

“Multi Champion - Teraline Dancing Queen“,  

“Multi winner - Teraline Lord of the Ring”, 

“IDC vice-Youth Winner, Youth World vice-Winner, European Winner-2010, Multi 

Champion -  Teraline Midgard”, 

“IDC vice-Youth Winner, European vice Winner-2010,  Multi Champion - Teraline 

Montera”. 

 

 Now, together with Aurora and us, we have two of her daughters and son: Dancing 

Queen and our young  stars – Montera & Midgard.  

 

.…Each of us in life is given a chance for success. Greater work is necessary to take 

advantage of it, keep it and increase greatly.  My chance was Trefovaja Dama and 

today her children and grandson‟s continue her success and the history of my 

kennel. “ TERALINE ”. 

 

Natalia  

 

 
 

 


